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THIS WHITEPAPER
Responsive design is a priority on many roadmaps. The user experience 

benefits, SEO benefits and centralized site management are all 

producing consistently positive results. Yet concerns over site speed 

performance continue to be raised. Through years of responsive design 

implementations, we have learned many best practices to ensure a fast 

website experience across devices. Here you will learn our top five tactics 

to decreasing site load time.
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RESPONSIVE SITE SPEED
Mobile and tablet transactions now 

account for 21% of online revenues,1 

and brands are responding accordingly. 

Major brands such as Disney, Microsoft 

and Samsung have led the way by being 

some of the first large enterprises to 

launch responsive websites. While many 

early-adopter brands experienced initial 

maintenance and SEO benefits, some found 

that having a fast responsive site takes 

additional focus and skill.

Speed is critical – and consumers are telling us this in every way possible. When surveyed 

by Forrester/Bizrate, consumers cited it as their top problem. Just ask Walmart. When 

Walmart.com brought their load time from one second to four seconds, their conversion 

rate declined sharply. And for every one second they improved, they had a 2% increase 

in conversion rates. But, then again when 49% of consumers on a mobile device prefer to 

shop on a full content site rather than a pared–down mobile site, the solution to speed is 

not always so straightforward.

During the last few years, tools and techniques around responsive design have advanced 

significantly. The knowledge of these has also spread through the market to some extent, 

but the number of un-optimized responsive sites still weighs heavily on the industry. 

Responsive design doesn’t have to be slow; it can be just as fast, or faster, than an m.site 

when done right. If you are considering responsive design or struggling with performance, 

start with the following.

1 Source: "The State of Retailing Online 2014," a Shop.org Study Conducted by Forrester Research

WHAT WE LEARNED
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1. Optimize images

Images will typically be the reason for the majority of your load time at an average of 

75% of a website’s page weight. While there are a number of tactics to reduce page load 

time, image optimization is the best place to start. Image optimization is not unique to 

responsive design; it is already a challenge faced by many enterprise IT and Marketing 

teams on their desktop site. There are, however, unique aspects to a responsive site that 

make optimization absolutely crucial for performance when it comes to mobile and tablet 

devices. 

Image optimization has many facets, including delivering the right size image to the right 

device, caching and image compression.

•	 Dynamic server-side scaling: scales images server-side based on the target container 

size. Don’t serve what you don’t need.

•	 Design for production scale: plan each breakpoint carefully and ensure your team can 

deliver image assets in the multiple sizes needed.

•	 Detect HD/Retina screens and only serve retina images to high pixel density screens.

•	 Implement responsive images with Merkle Image Optimizer at 

http://studio.5thfinger.com/imageOptimizer/ or 

libraries like Scott Jehl’s Picturefill at http://scottjehl.github.io/picturefill/

•	 Caching: server and browser caching can dramatically improve performance.

•	 Use a CDN for resizing and cache images.

•	 Keep an eye on the adoption of the new <picture> tag that will be implemented in 

browsers in the near future, helping to make this problem easier to manage.

TOP
5 tips
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2. Be selective with content

Embracing the idea of responsive design doesn’t mean you have to take everything from the 

desktop site and show it on mobile layouts, as the approach was originally described. You can 

hide certain items from the mobile experience, so they not only never show on mobile, but 

they also never load. This will decrease site load time on a mobile device. Remember to strike 

a balance; an overly lean mobile experience will cause consumers to seek the information they 

need elsewhere. Start with removing duplicate content and extra and unnecessary images such 

as carousels. A server-side approach called RESS can help to reduce page weight before it 

reaches the browser.

3. Lazy loading

Lazy loading will delay the loading of images in long web pages until the user scrolls down and 

the images are in view. This will decrease your load time by decreasing the amount of images 

and information that is delivered upon initially visiting a page. You can also accomplish the 

same affect with a “more” button if you have a great number of product images. The primary 

difference here is the consumer taking an action to continue viewing more product images.

Available in HTML in footer

Same message/CTA 
is repeated in two 
places on desktop.  It 
is available under the 
“Shop” menu in mobile.
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4. Provide users feedback when processing their request

One simple statement can make an incredible impact on retaining or losing your site visitors – tell 

me something is happening. The mobile user is more impatient than a visitor coming from any other 

device. If a consumer thinks a site isn’t loading, you will lose them. A simple indication, such as a 

wheel-loading animation, will help customers understand your site is loading.

5. Plan your technology approach

Responsive design has spawned many approaches to achieve a single, optimized website across 

all screen sizes. From ground up responsive design to transformative, RESS and “responsive-like” 

solutions, the market is full of options. Each one of these approaches has the ability to affect your site 

load time, user experience, time to market and maintainability. Below is an example of the strengths 

of each.
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Ground-Up Responsive Design is what many people think of when you say responsive design. 

A single-site solution that adapts to screen size, it can use media queries and everything else 

we have previously discussed in this paper. We call it ground-up here because it requires a 

complete site rebuild from the “ground, up”. 

Transformative allows you all the benefits of responsive design without the year or more of 

waiting for a full site rebuild. This is a technology solution offered by just a few companies. 

Merkle’s ResponsiveJS technology enables most websites to be responsive in less than 10 

weeks. Transformative is primarily achieved through a JavaScript library and a few additions to 

existing front end website code.

RESS is responsive design with server-side components. Server-side components offer the 

benefit of doing some processing on the server before the site reaches a user’s mobile device. 

This results in a faster page load time. The downside is that updates and maintenance are not as 

simple. With the advances in HTML5 the speed savings seen with RESS are becoming more and 

more negligible.  

Responsive design has the potential to deliver high performance. But just like any new 

technology, platform or software, research and expertise are critical components to achieving 

high-performing site experiences. 

DEFINING RESPONSIVE DESIGN
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...Merkle Responsive Design Services

Merkle delivers high-speed responsive design for enterprise companies. The award-winning 

team of Merkle creatives, UX experts and developers design and develop responsive design 

websites for clients across the retail, finance, insurance, travel, entertainment, B2B and healthcare 

industries. Our services include ground-up responsive design, ResponsiveJS implementations, 

personalization and performance optimization. Merkle's site development services are based in 

San Francisco, with offices across the United States, China and the UK. 

..the Technology

ResponsiveJS is a transformative responsive solution created by the technologists at  

Merkle. The term “transformative responsive” refers to a responsive design approach that 

transforms an existing site to make it responsive. ResponsiveJS is a client-side solution that uses 

HTML5, CSS and JavaScript in combination with a lightweight HTML5 library. The approach is 

highly flexible, highly customizable and allows websites to be responsive in a matter of weeks. 

It is configurable where irrelevant elements can be hidden and desired touch-screen specific 

functionality can be added. Through our partnership with Amazon AWS,  we deliver world-class 

hosting and geo-redundant CDN caching in combination with our lightweight ResponsiveJS 

library. For more information on responsive design or ResponsiveJS, go to merkleinc.com.

ABOUT
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For more information on responsive design or  
Merkle, contact us at:

slichter@merkleinc.com

merkleinc.com


